MA Language and Education

EDUT220

Course Reading List

The two substantive Modules for the MA Language and Education Course are:
Module 2E: Language Acquisition, Learning and Pedagogy (EDU6345)
Module 3E: Language, Society and Education (EDU6346)

The Module readings are listed below, according to Module. The lists contain recommended readings and other items that may be of interest. Your own literature searches may well uncover other items not included in these lists, including works from your own educational contexts.

Module 2F: Language Acquisition, Learning and Pedagogy (EDU6345)

Recommended initial reading:

Module reading list:
[An informative article, very context specific to the UK educational system]


[F.N.B. Look under ‘Resource Center-Briefs & Digests’; This site contains many papers of interest]


**Other Items:**
This video is a lecture by Diane Larsen-Freeman, which is good preparation for the Module.
Diane Larsen-Freeman (2011). Empowering the Language Learner. The New School. Lecture on methods available at: 
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Na5lzXZKev0](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Na5lzXZKev0)

Of possible further interest is this non-academic website critical of Krashen and his influence on bilingual education in California: 
Module 3F: Language, Society and Education (EDU6346)

Recommended initial reading:

Module reading list:


